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4x4 Transmissions Now Rebuilt at U.S. Rebuilding Company

4x4 transmissions are now rebuilt in the United States by engineers at the Powertrain Pros
company. These four-wheel drive gearboxes are offered in Chevy, Ford and Dodge builds
online.

Cleveland, OH (PRWEB) January 11, 2014 -- The four-wheel drive parts manufacturing industry has helped to
introduce 21st century technologies into trucks, SUVs and luxury vehicles built by modern automakers. The
Powertrain Pros company is now capitalizing on alternative transmission technologies by rebuilding 4x4
transmissions for U.S. sale at http://powertrainpros.com/4x4-transmissions-rebuilt.

The new engineering for remanufactured four-wheel drive transmission units is expanding the current amount
of gearboxes listed on the company homepage for public sale. The Chevrolet, Dodge and Ford units that are
offered in the 4x4 inventory now promoted as rebuilt to buyers are separate from the automatic and standard
edition builds featured for sale.

The engineering practices currently used in 2014 by the Powertrain Pros company has helped to make the
alternative builds available for sale possible. From facility engineering upgrades to hiring new rebuilding
technicians, this company is expected to benefit in the long-term as a gearbox reconditioning company.

"The assemblies that are listed for online sale are promoted with a low price structure as one advantage to parts
buyers who are used to paying used parts pricing online," said a source at the PowertrainPros.com company.

One advantage that transmission buyers are expected to receive upon purchase of the 4x4 assemblies now
rebuilt online is the inclusion of an extended warranty. Each unit in stock that is shipped in the North American
market is eligible for the extended warranty program that was setup towards the end of 2013.

"Every two-year warranty that we're offering with replacement gearboxes is backed by our company and
includes an unlimited mileage package," the source included.

The Powertrain Pros company has updated all of the inventory promoted on the company website with the new
4x4 stock numbers and pricing. The research tools that are published for consumer use are able to generate
these prices and stock details for buyers.

The company toll-free support number at 1-888-292-8807 is now available as an offline option for price
distribution and sales processing.

About PowertrainPros.com

The PowertrainPros.com company currently leads the independent transmission rebuilding market in the United
States. This company offers one of the largest gearbox inventories for remanufactured units by top automakers
online. The PowertrainPros.com company has changed its marketing focus this year to expand the opportunities
that average buyers of auto parts have to find low mileage units for discount prices. The company website has
been redesigned and is now simpler to use as a price resource and information resource for buyers of auto parts
or accessories.
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Contact Information
Martin George
PowertrainPros.com
http://www.powertrainpros.com
+1 (904) 701-4550

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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